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Police Reform and Reinvention Task Force 

 

Process Public Comments 

 

The following comments were received during the Task Force’s process of gathering, analyzing, 

and compiling information contained in the Draft Reform Plan that was presented on February 16, 

2021 to the Board of Trustees. 

 

These comments were submitted via the web form on the Police Reform and Reinvention Task 

Force webpage, by email to policereform@hastingsgov.org, through regular mail, or through use 

of the drop boxes outside Village Hall, the Library, or the James Harmon Community Center. 

 

The comments are arranged in no particular order in this document. 
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Leave a Comment 

Submission Details

Message

Response to question3...I'm so worried about teenage boys, in their developmental stage they may struggle with wanting to be in control of their lives, and side effect 

can be disrespecting authority figures and can lead to "arrests" which affect the rest of their life. How to focus/train officers on de-escalating situations with teens and 

being very aware of the risk of creating a record to the rest of an adolescents' life,focus on finding alternatives to that to protect our vulnerable teenage boys.

Question2:Basketball courts@ reynolds.Great way to get to know the kids and facilitate the interaction with kids coming from other areas,maybe be involved to 

organize a league.Several boys have gotten their cellphones stolen there over the yrs.police presence could help keep everyone honest.



Politicians that dreamed up this nonsense need reform - NOT the Hastings PD.....Be very good to your local police- they are the only thing standing between you and 

anarchy.....

You have solicited public comments on the draft report on police reform, but nowhere can I find the draft report to comment upon. I therefore conclude that YOU 

DON'T REALLY WANT COMMENTS. 

 

I find this deplorable.

Hello, 

 

Thank you for taking the time to consider police reform.  

 

I am sorry that I have not been involved more directly, but would like to enter this email as a public comment.  

 

I believe there is so much to consider when we think of the safety and security of our community and our police officers are very important in this.  

 

I'd love to suggest that we think of safety and security more broadly, with police playing a role in a larger support network. There's an excellent article in The Atlantic 

that talks about "unbundling" the police...not, defund (what department has ever wanted that?!? :) ....but to parse out the roles appropriately and fund accordingly.  

 



Link of web based tool on page 8 is not working- "page no longer exists" 

The opening of the introduction leads one to believe that the death of George Floyd was not a direct result of police action: "Pursuant to Governor Cuomoâ€™s 

Executive Order No. 203 following the police-involved death of George Floyd,..." The sentence should read "Pursuant to Governor Cuomoâ€™s Executive Order No. 203 

following the murder of George Floyd, by police. Language matters. Police officer Chauvin killed George Floyd while his 'brother' officers enabled the murder. If we are 

not willing to speak in truthful terms there is little hope and more "George Floyds" will be killed by the police. 

Hello-  

 

I am a former HHS student and wanted to add a few things that I think were really crucial in community relations between the Police and local teenagers. Something I 

always found to be really essential was Chief Bloomer's attitude with us. He made an incredibly strong effort to build relationships with us in a way that I have not 

experienced since. His efforts always seemed to be centered around keeping kids out of trouble, talking things through, and figuring things out with kids prone to bad 

behavior, kids at risk of more serious issues, and kids having conflicts with eachother. He avoided involving parents or other authorities, and he was someone we 

trusted- an authority figure that wasnt fixated on getting us in trouble and punishing us for mistakes. It was all centered around friendly meetings, conversations, and a 

very caring and kind attitude I have never experienced with the police. Other officers, like officer Gagliardi, seemed to genuinely understand and respect us as 

teenagers- it never felt like they were out to get us, and always were reasonable. I noticed there was a pretty massive shift with that after Chief Bloomer retired and a 

new chief took over. The efforts of outreach seemed to massively shrink, the police began to crack down more (in arrests, chasing kids through the woods, etc) and it 

built an animosity between the students and the officers. I noticed kids actively acting out, committing more vandalism, smashing bottles, being super rowdy and 



Adeel Mirza is an Assistant District Attorney. 

This should be changed on the list.


















































